yAcceptance sample reference number
yThe specific test result(s)or property(ies)beingdisputed,and
yThe complete,signed report of the Contractor’s testing (In a lab certified by the
NETTCP and M DOT)of their split of the Acceptance sample indicatingthat the
variances in Table 9:Dispute Resolution Variance Limits,for the specific test
result(s)or property(ies)were exceeded.
c. Disputable items The Contractor may dispute any or all of the following test results
when the difference between the Department’s value and the Contractor’s value for that test
equals or exceeds the corresponding allowable variation in Table 9:Dispute Resolution
Variance Limits,PGAB content,Gmb,and Gmm. In addition,if the allowable variation for
these tests is not met or exceeded,the Contractor maydispute either or bothof the following
material properties provided the difference between results for them equals or exceeds the
correspondingallowable variation in Table 9:Voids at Ndesign,and VM A.
d. Outcome The value of any disputed result or property reported for the initial
Acceptance sample shall stand if the value reported for the dispute resolution sample is not
closer to the value the Contractor reported for their split sample than to the value reported
for the initial Acceptance sample. Otherwise,the value reported for the dispute resolution
sample will replace the value reported for the initial Acceptance sample,and will be used to
re-calculate anyother affected results or properties.
TABLE 9: DISPUTE RESOLUTION VARIANCE LIM ITS
PGAB Content
Gmb
Gmm
Voids @ Nd
VM A

+/-0.4%
+/-0.030
+/-0.020
+/-0.8%
+/-0.8%

SECTION 402- PAVEM ENT SM OOTHNESS
402.01Pavement Smoothness The final pavement surface shall be evaluated for smoothness
usinga Class I or Class II profiler as defined byASTM E950(94). Smoothness measurements
will be expressed in terms of the International Roughness Index (IRI)as defined by the W orld
Bank,in units of meters/kilometer (inches/mile).
402.02 Lot Size Lot size for smoothness will be 1000 lane-meters [3000 lane-feet]. A
sublot will consist of 20lane-meters [50lane-feet]. Partial lots will be included in the previous
lot if less than one-half the size of a normal lot. If greater than one-half the normal lot size,it
will be tested as a separate lot.
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402.03 Acceptance Testing The Department will conduct Acceptance testing following
completion of the surface course. Sections to be excluded from testing include the following:
Bridge decks and joints (no smoothness measurements will be taken within 60
meters (200 ft) of bridge joints)
Acceleration and deceleration lanes
Shoulders and ramps
Side streets and roads
Within 60 m [200 ft] of transverse j
oints at the beginning and end of the project
Within 60 m [200 ft] of railroad crossings
Urban areas with speed limits of 30 mph or lower
Each lot shall have 2 measurements made in each wheel path. The average of the 4
measurements will determine the smoothness for that lot.
The smoothness measurements will be statistically evaluated for pay factors as described
in Subsection 106.7- Quality Level Analysis, using the specification limits shown below.
ACCEPTANCE LIMITS
Roadway Type
USL
Interstate Highways
1.25 m/km (79.15 in/mile)
Other Highways
1.40 m/km (88.65 in/mile)
Computation of Smoothness Pay Adjustment:
PA = (PF-1.0)(Q)(P)
where:
Q = Quantity of surface course in the Lot (excluding shoulders, side streets, bridge decks,
ramps, acceleration and deceleration lanes)
PF= smoothness pay factor for the Lot
P = Contract unit price for surface pavement
PA = pay adjustment
402.04 Unacceptable Work In the event that any Lot is found to have a pay factor less than
0.75, the Contractor shall take whatever remedial action is required to correct the pavement
surface in that Lot at no additional expense to the Department. Such remedial action may
include but is not limited to removal and replacement of the unacceptable pavement. In the
event remedial action is necessary, the Contractor shall submit a written plan to the Resident
outlining the scope of the remedial work. The Resident must approve this plan before the
remedial work can begin. Following remedial work, the Lot shall be retested, and will be
subject to the specification limits listed above. The resulting pay factor, if within the acceptable
range, will be used in the final pay adjustment. The Contractor shall pay the cost of retesting
the pavement following corrective action.
Localized surface tolerance defects will be subject to the provisions outlined in Section
401.111 Surface Tolerances.
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Payment will be made under:
Pay Unit

Pay Item
402.10 Incentive/Disincentive - Pavement Smoothness

Lump Sum

SECTION 403 - HOT BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT
403.01 Description This work shall consist of constructing one or more courses of
bituminous pavement on an approved base in accordance with these specifications, and in
reasonably close conformity with the lines, grades, thickness and typical cross sections shown
on the plans or established.
The bituminous pavement shall be composed of a mixture of aggregate, filler if required,
and bituminous material.
403.02 General The materials and their use shall conform to the requirements of Section
401 - Hot Mix Asphalt Pavement.
403.03 Construction The construction requirements shall be as specified in Section 401 Hot Mix Asphalt Pavement.
In addition, hot bituminous pavement placed on bridges shall also conform to the following
requirements.
a. The mixture shall be placed in courses as specified in the Special Provisions.
b. The bottom course shall be placed with an approved rubber mounted bituminous
paver of such type and operated in such a manner that the membrane waterproofing
will not be damaged in any way.
c. The top course shall not be placed until the bottom course has cooled sufficiently to
provide stability.
d. The Contractor will not be required to cut sample cores from the compacted
pavement on the bridge deck.
e. After the top course has been placed, the shoulder areas shall be sealed 1 m [3 ft]
wide with two applications of an emulsified bituminous sealer meeting the
requirements of Section 702.12 - Emulsified Bituminous Sealing Compound. The
first application shall be pre-mixed with fine, sharp sand, similar to mortar sand, as
needed to fill all voids in the mix in the area being sealed. The second application
may be applied without sand. The sealer shall be carried to the curb at the gutter line
in sufficient quantity to leave a bead or fillet of material at the face of the curb. The
area to be sealed shall be clean, dry and the surface shall be at ambient temperature.
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